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Abstract
Dynamicevents in a multiagent environment can be a source of conflict. Wemodelthe network of
inter-agent commitments
as a constraint graph. Conflicts arise whenan event prevents fulfillment
of a commitment,
resulting in an infeasible constraint graph. Constraint relaxation directed by a
mediating agent is used to reconfigure the commitment
graph. Weinvestigate this general approach
in the domainof supply chain management
and present a schemafor constraint relaxation algorithms. Experimentalresults on Partial Constraint Satisfaction Problems(PCSPs)and schedule
optimization are given along with a sketch of the conflict recovery protocol in development.
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1.0

Supply

Chain Management

The ability to quickly respond to environmentalchangesis recognized as a key element in the success and survival of
corporations in today’s market [Nagel 91]. This agility includes an ongoingmonitoring of events both inside and
outside the corporation, quick recognition of the impact of exogenousevents, and rapid re-planning and reconfiguration to allow the enterprise to take advantageof opportunities and minimizecosts.
In a manufacturingenterprise, the entire supply chain is subject to unexpected,conflict-causing events. Exogenous
events are manyand varied: changein the customerorder, late delivery or price changeof a particular resource,
machinebreakdown,an urgent order from a good customer, and so on. Handling these events requires cooperation
amongsales, marketing, accounting, material planning, production planning, production control, and transportation.
The departmentsand factories in a traditional manufacturingenterprise are encapsulated into software agents. We
represent the interactions of the agents in the supply chain as a commitment/constraint
graph. In the high-level planning or scheduling in the supply chain, each agent is assigned one or moretasks towardthe global goal. The tasks are
subject to constraints such as precedenceconstraints (e.g. one task must be performedbefore another on is started)
and resource constraints (e.g. a task must use a particular raw material or machine-type).Becauseof the distribution
of knowledge,abilities, and resources in the supply chain, a schedule for any non-trivial groupof tasks will assign
inter-dependentactivities to disparate agents. In order to correctly execute the tasks, agents must committo satisfying
the constraints on the tasks. Therefore, a constraint graph is created amongthe agents based on the distribution of
tasks.
Figure 1 showsan exampleof the creation of a commitment
graph in a manufacturingenterprise. The original process
plan (Figure 1A) represents a set of inter-related tasks. Whena task is assigned to an agent (Figure 1B), the agent
commitsto the satisfaction of the constraints on the task. The commitment
graph is a distributed constraint graph: the
satisfaction of a task’s constraints is the only wayan agent can fulfill its commitments.
Givenmultiple orders of interrelated activities, a full constraint graphwill growto a non-trivial size. Asearch for a near-optimalreconfiguration
has to handle the combinatorial explosion of interdependent alternatives in resource choice, transportation method,
and execution times.
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Figure 1. Constraints on Tasks Become CommitmentsAmongAgents
Finding an original, feasible graph is the problemof multiagent planning. Weassumethat such a plan (and the correspondinggraph) is already in place. Our focus is the recovery fromstochastic events that makethe agent interactions
infeasible. A conflict, then, is represented by a constraint graph whereone or moreconstraints can not be satisfied.
Recoverynecessitates assessment of alternate graph configurations and adoption of the one with the least negative
global impact. Figure 2 presents the commitment
graph shownaboveafter an event has occurred at one of the agents.
The event prevents a task from being completedon time, resulting in the failure by the agent to fulfill a commitment.
Notice that other indirectly dependentcommitments
also cannot be met after the unexpected event.

Event:

"Broken" Commitment
Figure 2. An Unexpected Event Causes a Cascade of Unfulfilled Commitments
The conflict recoveryprocess is hierarchical. For example,in modelingmultiple productioncenters (e.g. factories),
conflicts amongagents within one center are at a level of abstraction belowthe conflicts amongthe centers. It is possible, however,for an event within a production center to have non-local effects. If the production center can not
reconfigure its local graph in order to continue to meet external commitments,the event leads to conflict amongproduction centers.
The Enterprise Integration Laboratory at the University of Toronto is pursuing the developmentof an Integrated Supply Chain Management
(ISCM)system addressing these and other problems. The project is based on a distributed
simulation of an enterprise. The ISCMsimulation is operational and the functionality of the individual agents is being
developedto enable exploration of the conflict management
issues. The balance of this paper presents a schemafor
generalized constraint relaxation and results of centralized relaxation algorithmson two sets of problemsfrom the literature. Weconclude with a discussion of our future work using a mediator to apply constraint relaxation algorithms
to conflict management
in the supply chain.

2.0 Constraint Relaxation
2.1 Introduction
Givenour representation of a conflict as an infeasible commitment
graph, conflict recovery is a reconfiguration of the
graph to re-establish feasibility. This reconfiguration is constraint relaxation as a subset of commitments
mayhave to
be modified(at somecost) in order to find a conflict-free graph.
A constraint relaxation algorithm takes an overconstrained constraint graph and attempts to find the minimum
cost
modification to be madeto a subset of constraints to producea feasible graph. The cost associated with modification
of the constraints is the optimization criteria. Relaxationis not simplychoosingto ignore a constraint. A constraint
can be relaxed in manywaysand howthe constraint is relaxed has significant impact on the cost and utility of the
modification. If we relax the constraint on the due date of an activity to allow three morehours, the incurred cost will
be significantly less than if the relaxation allows three moredays.
Wehave created a schemathat defines a family of incomplete relaxation algorithms based on propagation of information through the constraint graph. By varying the heuristics used in the instantiations, algorithms can be created for
specific problemtypes. For example, on small problemsthe relaxation algorithms might search through the entire
constraint graph. Onlarger problems,where time and space complexityare an issue, we can limit the propagationand
execute the relaxation algorithm multiple times on different subgraphs. Obviously,limiting the search also impacts
the performanceof the algorithm.
Weextend the common
constraint modelused in CSPsby adding two functions to the constraint representation:
¯
GeuerateRelaxation,whichreturns a set of constraints that are relaxations of the constraint.
¯
RelaxationCost(ck),indicating the local cost of relaxing a constraint to k.

2.2 Example
The central mechanism
for investigation of relaxation costs is the propagationof information over constraints. Propagation is common
in consistency algorithms, howeverthe constraint graph structure allows information other than
simplythe values to be "transmitted" to other variables. 2 Here we will give a brief exampleof the propagationof values, costs, and relaxations with the constraint graph in Figure 3.
Variable Domains:{DI, D2,D3}= { { 1,2},{ 1,2},{ 1,2} }
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Cost
rcl: {(1,1),(1,2),(2,1)}
rc2: {(1,1),(1,2),(2,2)}
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c2: Domain= {(2,1),(2,2)}
Relaxed Domain
Cost
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rc4: {(2,1),(2,2),(1,1)}

Figure 3. A Simple Constraint Graph
Supposewe want to find the minimum
cost ifx I = 2. In propagatingthe value xI = 2 to x2, cI can not be satisfied as is.
The GenerateRelaxationfunction, in this case, simply returns a singleton set containing the minimum
local cost
relaxation (rcl). RelaxationrcI is chosenand the value 1 is propagatedto x2. Variable x2 is assigned 1 and the same
greedy relaxation procedureis performedon c2. Relaxation rc3 is chosen and the value of 2 is propagatedto x3. Once
at x3, the cost of the relaxations is propagatedbackward.Acost of I is propagatedfrom c2 to x2. This is summed
with
the cost at c1 and propagatedto xj. Thecost of the graph, with these relaxations is 2. If the cost is acceptablewepropagate the relaxation in the sameway as we propagated the values. Withrelaxation propagation we actually replace
each constraint with the best relaxation that was tried in the cost/value phase.

2. This use of propagationbuilds on propagationof preferences[Sadeh89]. In that work,values are propagatedthoughthe constraint graphandthe preferencesthat eachvariable has for the propagated
value is propagatedback. Amoreglobalviewof the
utility of local valuesis formedat the starting variable.Wepropagatecostsrather than preferences
andthe relaxationof constraints
as the sourceof the cost.
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2.3

The Relaxation

Schema

Our constraint relaxation schemaidentifies four heuristic decisions points:
1. Selection of a source variable. The source variable is the origin of value propagation.
2. Selection a set of candidate values at each variable visited by value propagation. The candidate values are the elementsof the domainof the variable that are searched over to find a close-to-optimal graph reconfiguration.
3. Selection of a set of outgoing constraints at each variable. The outgoing constraints define the constraints along
whichvalue propagationwill proceed. A key methodof dealing with the complexityof the search is the limitation
of the propagation to a small subgraph.
4. Selection of a set of candidateconstraints at each outgoing constraint. The set of candidate constraints are those
relaxations (plus the constraint itself) that we will search over in attemptingto find a lowcost feasible graph.
Thesedecision points create an exponential backtracking-like search. Practical algorithms exploit the problemstruc3) to limit the size of the sets at eachof the three latter decision points. If there
ture (assessedvia texture measurements
4is a possibility of cycles in the graph, they must be dealt with to ensure termination.
The pseudocodebelow defines a search through the constraint graph where the global impact of a numberof values
and relaxations are tested. The algorithm(aside fromthe selection of a source variable) is repeated at every variable
reached in the value propagation. Againnote that propagation is the mechanismfor the transmission of information
upon which search decisions are made.
Pseudocodefor our constraint relaxation schemafollows:
select a variable and a set of candidate values
for each value
select a set of outgoing constraints
for each outgoing constraint, c
propagate the value to the constraint
select a set of candidate constraints, CCu
for each candidate constraint
propagate value along the constraint and record the cost returned
record the element of CCc that returned the minimum cost
store the sum of the minimum costs from each outgoing constraint
if one of the costs is acceptable
select corresponding local value
instantiate the value
propagate relaxations along the outgoing constraints
2.4

Relaxation

on Small Problems

Wehave applied algorithms within this schemato Partial Constraint Satisfaction Problems(PCSPs)[Freuder 92].
The algorithms are exponential in complexityand require significant caching of information in order to increase performanceand cope with graph cycles. Despite this, the algorithms perform well comparedwith PEFC3,the best
PCSPalgorithm investigated by [Freuder 92].
Eachproblemset contains ten problems. ProblemSet 1, 3 and 5 are respectively 10-, 12- and 16-variable PCSPproblems created by [Freuder 92]. The cost of an unsatisfied constraint is 1. ProblemSets 2, 4, and 6 respectively contain
the sameproblemsas Sets 1, 3, and 5 except the cost of not satisfying a constraint is assigned randomlyfor each constraint on the [ 1,9] interval. The relaxation algorithmsare instantiations of the propagation-basedrelaxation schema
5described above, with varying parameters.

3. Texturemeasurements
[Fox89] [Sycara91] are techniquesthat assess structural propertiesof the constraint graphrepresentation of the problem.Basedon these measurements,
heuristic search-guidingdecisionscan be made.
4. Acycle detection mechanism
is presentedin [Beck94].
5. Theparametersspecifythe actions at the decisionpoints. Forfurther informationsee [Beck94].
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The numberof consistency checks is used as a measurefor the workdone by each algorithm. A consistency check
accesses the constraintdefinition to .determineif the constraintis satisfied by the currentvariableassignment.In most
cases, the relaxationalgorithmsran significantly faster than PEFC3
(Figure4, note the log scale on the vertical axis).
No results could be found for the MMV
algorithmson Sets 5 and 6 due to exponential memory
requirements.
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Figure 4. Numberof Consistency Checks for each Algorithm
ThePEFC3
algorithmis completeand therefore is guaranteedto find the minimum
cost solution. Becausethe relaxation algorithmsare incompletewe also compared
the cost of the solutions foundby each algorithm(Figure 5). It can
be seen, that the relaxation algorithmsfind a close to minimum
cost across the problemsets.
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The weaknessof the both the relaxation algorithms tested above and the PCSPalgorithms is their exponential complexity. Noneof these algorithms will scale-up to problemsmuchlarger than 15 variables.

2.5

Relaxation on Larger Problems

In order to apply relaxation algorithms to problemsof practical size, we modulatethe search by manipulationof the
decisions madeat the heuristic decision points. The intuition behindthis approachis to limit the both the size of the
graph on whichrelaxation is executed and to limit the numberof alternatives that are searched over. Theseheuristic
decisions are achieved by limiting the size of the sets of outgoing constraints, candidate values, and candidate constraints. The basis for these heuristic decisions are texture measurements
revealing properties of the constraint graph.
Wehave created a schedule optimization algorithm that uses three instantiations of the relaxation schemaand a number of texture measurements.Spacelimitations preclude a full description, howeverthe main loop of the algorithm is
composedof the repeated execution of relaxation algorithms on different small subgraphs identified using texture
measurements.Relaxing small subgraphs avoids the difficulties of the exponential complexityon large problems.
For our experiments, we use a 8 sets of schedule optimization problemsfrom the literature [Sadeh91]. Each set is
composedof 10 problemsof 20 orders, 5 resources, and 5 activities per order. The constraint representation of these
problemsforms a graph of over 150 variables. The optimization criteria is based on both tardiness and inventory
costs.

Wecomparethe relaxation algorithm to the MICRO-BOSS
optimizing scheduler and a dispatching scheduler.
MICRO-BOSS
is a constructive scheduler using a micro-opportunistic approach to identify important trade-offs in
the scheduling problem [Sadeh 91]. MICRO-BOSS
implicitly represents the relaxation of due date constraints by
attaching a cost factor to the tardiness of each order. Tardinessis part of the explicit overall cost representation which
also includes inventory costs. The dispatching scheduler is a repair-based algorithm wherethe maindecision criteria
is the duration of conflicting activities [Beck94].
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Figure 6. Average Schedule Cost Foundby each Schedule Optimization Algorithm.
Figure 6 indicates that MICRO-BOSS
performedbetter that the relaxation algorithm across all problem sets. 6 While
the relaxation-based algorithm outperformsa dispatching rule, it is clearly inferior to MICRO-BOSS.
Webelieve that
the main reason for this is precisely the strength of MICRO-BOSS.
The micro-opportunistic approach uses texture
6. The results presented for MICRO-BOSS
are representative of one systemconfiguration. MICRO-BOSS
is an evolvingsystem
andthese results shouldbe viewedas a snapshot[Sadeh94].
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measureto re-evaluate trade-offs at each step in the scheduling process. The relaxation algorithmuses less sophisticated texture measuresthat in somecases focuses on subgraphs rather than on single tasks. The knowledgeof the
costs of trade-offs in MICRO-BOSS
is analogous to knowledgeof the cost of competingrelaxations in the relaxation
algorithm. The MICRO-BOSS
algorithm integrates this knowledgemore deeply into its scheduling decisions leading
to the increased performanceseen in the experiment.

2.6 UsingRelaxationForConflictRecovery
The generality and flexibility of the relaxation schemais demonstratedby these two experiments. Algorithmswithin
the schemaperform well on PCSPswhich are based on a general constraint representation. In more specific domains,
relaxation algorithms are also applicable howeverdo not performas well as algorithms explicitly designed for the
narrower domain.The fact that algorithms within the schemacan be used in schedule optimization as well as in the
PCSPsshowsthat the schemais general to the constraint representation and not dependentuponany particular
domainor constraint type.
The isolation of the heuristic decision points allows a wide flexibility in the type of algorithmsthat can be instantiated. The poor performance in the scheduling domaincan be traced to the specificity of the MICRO-BOSS
approach
and the relatively general techniquesused in the relaxation algorithm. Weconjecture, that morespecific instantiations
of the schedule algorithm, perhaps incorporating a relaxation-based interpretation of the MICRO-BOSS
algorithm,
will reduce the performancegap.
Webelieve that the generality and flexibility of the schemamakeit an excellent tool for conflict management
in a
multiagent environment.Not only can all types of constraints be accommodated
by an algorithm, but also the algorithm can be tuned to differentially focus on particular types of constraints or specific run-timeproperties of the graph
assessed via texture measurements.

3.0 A Mediated Approachto Coordination
The constraint relaxation schemadefines a family of centralized algorithms wherethe executing agent has access to
the entire constraint graph. In a multiagent environment,the constraint graph is distributed amongthe agents. No
completerepresentation exists. Weidentify mediation and negotiation as extremeson a spectrumof conflict recovery
techniques.
Negotiation is characterized by an exchangeof information amongagents so that each can attain a moreglobal view
of the interactions and conflicts. Eachagent will typically plan local actions in an attempt to avoid conflict with others
and achieve somegoals. A numberof variations on negotiation have been investigated (e.g. [Lesser 81 ] [Davis 83]
[Rosenschein 85] [Conry 86] [Durfee 87] [Sycara 89] [Durfee 91] ).
Mediationuses a special agent that gathers information from other agents and forms a global perspective. The mediator attempts to re-form interactions amongthe agents such that conflicts will minimizedand achieve the global and
local goals will be achieved. As a starting point, we adopt a mediatedapproach to conflict management
in the supply
chain for a numberof reasons:
¯ The supply chain domainis highly-structured and requires explicit conflict recovery techniques only whenunexpected events occur.
¯ A mediator minimizes the conflict recovery knowledgeoverhead required at each agent.
¯ The constraint graph uponwhichrelaxation needs to be performedis already partially represented in the existing
schedule. The agent responsible for the scheduling is a natural choice as a mediator.
¯ Conflict recovery in the supply chain is necessary whenthe commitment
graph is found to be infeasible. Given
that a scheduleformsthe core of this graph, weconjecture that conflicts arise for reasons similar to those that lead
to scheduling difficulties. Oftenschedulingdifficulties can be traced to a particular scarce resources [Ow87]
[Fox 90] [Sadeh 91]. The work of [Sathi 89] indicates that problems with such keystone elements can be solved
better by mediatedprotocols.
The graph representing the commitments
betweenagents is built by the mediator starting with the current schedule.
The mediator requests information from the other agents whichis adds to the graph to create the augmentedconstraint graph. The intormation is composedof newlyrelevant constraints not represented at the higher level, changes
to the higher-level constraints, and the costs of relaxation. Becausethe mediatorrequests information fromspecific
agents the communication
can be limited to the information bearing directly on the current focus of attention.

In general, the mediator must knowwhereto find the relaxation information. Anymodelof the supply chain is extensible because additional knowledgeis assigned to an agent and the mediator is informedof the agent’s abilities. A
case in point is the role of the Transportation Manager(TM). Wedo not include the TMin the examplebelow, however its addition to the supply chain wouldnecessitate no changesin the conflict recovery protocol. In modeling
transportation it is necessaryto insert transportation activities betweenproductionactivities at physically disparate
locations. The TMhas the knowledgeabout relaxations to transportation activities (e.g. shipping by plane instead of
rail maydecrease the duration of the activity but increase the cost). The mediatoris awareof the location of this
knowledgein the supply chain and so will communicatewith the TMif a transportation activity is within the focus of
the conflict recovery mechanism.
The hierarchical nature of the conflict recovery mechanism
is manifest by various levels of mediation. Typically, if a
disruptive event occurs within a factory, the factory itself will first attempt to resolve the conflict. This resolution
takes the form of a constraint relaxation algorithm on an augmentedgraph created from communicationof agents
within the factory. This resolution can only be successful if the commitments
internal to the factory can be reconfigured without effecting external commitments.
If the factory fails at one level of abstraction, conflict resolution is necessary at the next-highest level. Therefore,thoughthe logistics level of the supply chain is not directly interested in
machinebreakdownat a particular factory, it mayhave to deal withconflicts producedby the breakdown.

4.0 Conflict Recovery in the Supply Chain
Wenowpresent an exampleof the communicationnecessary in reaction to a disruptive event in the supply chain.
This exampleshould be viewedas a sketch of the interactions we expect amongthe agents in the supply chain. Work
is progressing on empirical validation of the assumptionsunderlying the example.
7The supply chain is populated by the following agents:
¯ Logistics: responsible for the logistics-level schedulingof activities at each factory. Logistics is also the mediator
at this level.
¯ Order Acquisition (OA): responsible for all order-related contact with customers.
¯ Resource Manager(RM): responsible for managingboth the consumableresources (e.g. - ordering raw materials) and the usable resources (e.g. - maintenanceon machines).
¯ Factory Agents:each factory has an agent that is the factory-level scheduler.
¯ Factory2:
FactorYl: with machines: M21
MII,
M12,
’ M22,
¯
¯ FactorY3: with machines: M31,M32.
At the logistics level, the normal modeof execution is the acceptance of a neworder and appropriate modification of
the existing logistics level schedule. Eachfactory receives a modifiedpartial scheduleand changesits factory level
schedule accordingly.
Thereare three scheduledorders, each with a release date of t o and a due date of t 3. Eachorder consists of three unitduration activities. Eachactivity uses one unit-capacity machine.The schedule is shownin Table I.
Start
Times
to
tl
t2
t3

Machines
MII

MI2

A31

All
AI2

M21

M22

M31

M32
AI3

A22

A23

A21
A32

A33
TABLEI. Current Schedule in the Supply Chain Simulation

7. Theseagentsare a subsetof those usedin our supplychain management
simulation.
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At time t. l, the customerfor 03 requests that the order be changedrequiring that AI3 use MI2.Logistics investigates
the options of movingactivities to .other compatiblemachinesor delaying the delivery of one or moreof the products.
A representation of the communication
that takes place for the former option is as follows:
¯ Logistics to RM:"Whatmachines can be substituted for MI2?"
¯ ’’8
RMto Logistics: "M22,but quality will decrease.
¯ Logistics to OA:"Whatis the cost of the reduced quality on 02 and Ot ?"
¯ OAto Logistics: "3 each."
For the latter option, Logistics mustfind the cost of late delivery of each order:
¯ Logistics to OA:"Whatis the cost of late delivery on each order?"
¯ OAto Logistics: "Ol: 5 per time unit, latest acceptable delivery is t6."
¯ OAto Logistics: "02:5 per time unit, latest acceptable delivery is t6."
¯ OAto Logistics: "03:2 per time unit, latest acceptable delivery is t6."
The information from the other agents allows the mediator to form the augmentedconstraint graph and execute a
relaxation algorithm on it. Weexpect the graph to somewhatsimilar to the constraint graphs in the optimization problems investigated in [Sadeh91 ]. Instantiations of the relaxation schemaare executed on this augmentedgraph by the
mediator.

5.0 Conclusion
Wehave presented a mediated approachto conflict resolution using constraint relaxation. Havingmodeledthe interactions of the agents as a commitment/constraintgraph, deviations from the normalactions of the agents mayproduce an overconstrained situation. A mediator gathers information in the form of variables, constraints, and
relaxation costs and executes a constraint relaxation algorithm on the augmentedgraph. The result is a near optimal
modificationto the constraints to re-establish a feasible graph.
The use of constraint relaxation as a conflict recoveryoperator builds on the powerand expressivity of the constraint
model. Withthe appropriate modelingof problemsin the constraint formalism, properties of the structure of the problem can be assessed via texture measurements.The experimental results on PCSPsand schedule optimization highlight the generality and flexibility of the constraint relaxation schemawe have developed. Withinthe supply chain
simulation, empirical investigation of the properties of commitmentgraphs and of appropriate texture measurements
will provide a basis for conflict management
via constraint relaxation in other multiagent domains.
Mediationis one end of a spectrumof conflict management
techniquesand constitutes our first step in distributing the
constraint relaxation algorithm. The algorithmitself is still centralized, as it is executedby a single agent on a graph
producedfrom information gathered from other agents. Further work will attempt to movetoward a more distributed
approach by the combinationof negotiation and mediation based on problem properties. The mediated approach will
provide data against which more distributed approaches can be compared.
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